In this paper we extend the Common Focus Point (CFP) processing technique [2] to mode-converted data. We show that, by introducing minor simplifications, the different data types can be migrated independently in exactly the same manner as in the acoustic situation. 
Here ¥ and represent the multi-component data matrices in terms of particle velocities and potentials, respectively. The subscripts G and H in equation (3) refer to the different wave types. The latter equation can be decoupled into a number of independent data models if mode-conversion is ignored either during reflection or during propagation. Hence, this means that we consider first-order mode conversion effects only.
Ignoring mode-conversion during reflection.
For conventional marine data the main mode conversion may occur during transmission through a hard sea-bottom, i. 
Ignoring mode-conversion during propagation. For soft sea-bottoms and for land-data, conversion during transmission is less important. Ignoring in equation (3) 
Either equation (4) or the system of equations (5) through (8) can be used as a starting point for CFP-processing, depending on the situation. In the following we only consider the second case. We will assume that elastic decomposition (inversion of equation 1) has been carried out [3] .
Elastic CFP operators
Analogous to the acoustic CFP method [2] , we define elastic focusing operators as the rows and columns of the inverse extrapolation matrices:
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Focusing in detection
Using the operators defined in equations (9) and (10), the equations for elastic focusing in detection of the upgoing measured
For illustration purposes, we simulated multi-component data in the horizontally layered model of Figure 1 . We focused the upgoing wave field from one point of the second reflector, using 
We applied these focusing steps to the updated CFP gathers of Figure 2 confocal elastic migration). The cross-sections at zero intercepttime of the gridpoint functions in Figure 4 represent the angledependent reflection coefficients of the second reflector (output of bifocal elastic migration). Figure 5 shows the extracted reflection amplitudes.
Conclusions
The acoustic double focusing process can be easily extended to the elastodynamic situation by introducing focusing operators for G -and H -wavefields. Errors in the operators can be detected and a simple updating step exists. Elastic CFP migration is suited for conventional marine data, seabottom data as well as land data. 
